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Frampton's Sieve 

ANNETTE MICHELSON 

Hulkesfalleth of whan come is cleansed with 
a syfue or wyth a Ryddyll. 

-John de Bartholomeus de Trevisa, 
De proprietatibus rerum 

"Frampton," Stan Brakhage in conversation once declared, "strains 
cinema through language." How are we to construe this assertion, offered some 
ten years ago in slightly uneasy admiration? Perhaps by initially acknowledg- 
ing, assisted by the O.E.D., possibly pertinent meanings and variants of distrain 
in its aphetic form? Strain will then signify the levying of a distress upon a thing. 
Or we may understand it as a stretching to an extreme degree of capacity, as 
tending to pull asunder, to render disjunct from proper use, as subjecting to 
pressure or exigency. Straining, one may embrace, clasping tightly in one's 
arms; one may thereby constrict, compress, contract, diminish. One may force 
beyond an object's legitimate extent or scope; to strain may then be to impair or 
to imperil the strength of a material thing by excessive tension. In later use and 
in a wider sense, strain will be force or pressure tending to cause fracture, 
change of position, or alteration of shape. It is, as well, the condition of a body 
or a particle subjected to such force or pressure. 

We speak, too, of diction or of thought, when labored or affected, as 
strained. 

One may, however, strain by pressing through a filtering medium. We 
filter liquid through a porous or perforated medium which retains the denser 
portions in the solid matter, held in suspension; in so doing we free solid matter 
from the contained or accompanying liquid. By filtration we purify or refine. 
The brewer would thus strain his juice through a coarse sieve, keeping back its 
grosser particles. We say that in so doing, he clarifies. Moreover, a variant of 
the sieve, the coarse-meshed form with circular rim, its base of strong wires 
crisscrossed at right angles, used for separating solids - sand from gravel, ashes 
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from cinders, and chaff from corn- is known as a riddle. Might we not then 
describe a riddle of this sort as a system of geometric relations devised in the in- 
terests of clarification? 

One further consideration thrusts itself upon us: the devising by the 
Greeks, in the third century B.C., of that system for the discernment of prime 
numbers to which they gave the name of Archimedes' colleague, the Librarian 
of Alexandria; it is known as the Sieve of Eratosthenes. 

One begins, then, to discern in Brakhage's admiring, albeit somewhat ap- 
prehensive, characterization of Frampton's project the core of a sound and 
defining intuition. One now wants to say: Embracing cinema, Frampton was 
to bring to the practice of filmmaking, pursued independently of its industrial 
constraints, an implementation of language as one system which might extend, 
reshape, and clarify the limits and parameters of the medium. 

The letters addressed to Reno Odlin, from which we publish significant 
extracts, give us Frampton's early view, in 1964, of Brakhage's enterprise: "Let 
me say that what of Brakhage's I've seen, I admire. It will be necessary to see 
more, and many times. I cannot pay any higher compliment to a work of art 
than that, at least without extreme familiarity." And then, "Brakhage may have 
exceeded in intensity and by several orders of magnitude the ambient of 
historic cinema; if that is true, what he is doing is now the cinema, and the 
other stuff is predecessors an' also-rans. .. ." And later, still: 

Suppose I just propose a model that could include both of us, rather 
than one or the other of us, and suggest that Stan has been concen- 
trating for a long time on a different segment of the seeing or per- 
ceiving process .... There's no question at all in my mind about the 
debt that I personally owe to Brakhage's work. We all do, or at least 
many of us do. But I remember very, very clearly having in my still 
photographs felt that I was being forced into film. . . . And one of 
the deciding things was a suspicion that there were, after all, some 
films that Stan Brakhage had not made. Obviously other people had 
made films, but no-one was important in my own understanding ... 
not what film had done, but what the ultimate dream of what film art 
might be, at least as to its magnitude, its pride, if you will, as 
Brakhage was. 

Determinant in Brakhage's project had been the excision- almost, though 
not quite, categorical -of sound and, consequently, of speech: 2 the decision to 

1. Simon Field and Peter Sainsbury, "ZORNS LEMMA and HAPAX LEGOMENA, Inter- 
view with Hollis Frampton," Afterimage (London), no. 4 (Autumn 1972), p. 54. 
2. Brakhage's earlier work in sound includes Desistfilm, 1967; The Way to Shadow Garden, 1954; 
In Between (music by John Cage), 1955; Flesh of Morning, 1965. In 1962 Brakhage made Blue 
Moses, his dramatico-discursive analysis of film narration and film acting, and, in 1965, Fire of 
Waters. 
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constrain film within the parameter of the image. The reason adduced - a con- 
certed hypostatization of the romantically grounded metaphor of an Adamic vi- 
sion, rehearsed in the extraordinary textual production of Brakhage himself, 
and in the ensuing critical literature -offers, beside its own historical interest, 
powerful instruction in the generation of both theory and practice by the 
material conditions of production. For the history of independently made film 
of the postwar period is that of a transvaluation of values through which an en- 
forced reversion to an artisanal mode of production (that of the silent, 16 mm 
format) enables the conversion of necessity to virtue. It was a modesty of means 
and constriction of the arena of exhibition which impelled the rethinking of the 
medium; the consequent inscription of a radical subjectivity within the filmic 
founds Brakhage's oeuvre as the central, seminal force within the movement. 
That strenuous inscription, involving the intransigent rejection of the full range 
of codes which order the dominants of cinematic representation, dictated the 
dissolution of the spatiotemporal coordinates of representation. The twin for- 
tresses of that representation, in its industrial production, defending it against 
radical assault, were seen to be those of narrative structure and of perversion, 
constructed and maintained by corporate control of a rationalized division of 
labor in industrial production. Film theory of the past ten years has explored 
the labyrinth of passageways connecting those two guard posts, even when it 
has been reluctant to recognize the manner in which Brakhage, succeeding 
Deren, led the assault upon them. If, however, we wish to understand and to 
place Frampton within this movement, we must first retrace, if only briefly and 
allusively, the contours and direction of Brakhage's project, as epitomized in 
his major effort of the late 1960s. (It is, of course, the period of Frampton's first 
mature work in film.) 

Scenes From Under Childhood (1967-70) is a large-scale work in four sections, 
and its footage, like that in so much of Brakhage's work, records his family's 
daily life. The characteristically abstractive use of superimposition; of extreme 
closeup in which the camera isolates, enlarges, and dissolves both detail and 
spatial definition; the effects of texture, color, rhythm, intensity of light and 
movement thus produced; the rapid editing pattern joined with the camera's 
insistent choreography--all these work to produce a seamless, mobile visual 
field. Add to this a rhythmic interception by "empty" frames, filled, neverthe- 
less, with solid color- mostly black and red - and you have the pulsating flux 
of Brakhage's extenuation of reference which so confounded, and continues to 
confound, the expectations of large numbers of even those nominally com- 
mitted to the rethinking of the cinematic. 

Scenes From Under Childhood was, as well, however, Brakhage's final at- 
tempt in the late 1960s to come to terms with the parameter of sound. The 
track of Section One-ordinarily suppressed in projection upon instruction 
from the filmmaker-has nonetheless a particular interest for our purposes. It 
is a kind of concrete sound score; its sources, indeterminant, are described as 
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evocative of the trumpeting of beasts, heavy breathing, rhythmical clicks, per- 
cussive sounds of unidentified objects or instruments. This track is actually 
composed of sounds recorded on tape during the birth of Brakhage's first child. 
The cries of the emerging baby and of her mother, together with the ambient 
sound, were slowed, subjected to accoustical variation within an echo cham- 
ber. This sound track is not continuous, but intermittent, frequently inter- 
cepted by silence for periods of varying length. 

The fusion of the two parameters induces that rhythmic contraction and 
expansion of visual and accoustical space, that plasticity and "presence" of 
image and sound which reinforce the extenuation of reference already noted. 
Scenes From Under Childhood marks the fullest limit (although by no means the 
terminal point) of an enterprise which we must now understand in terms 
somewhat larger and more radical than those of a lyrical cinema. It has been 
claimed that Brakhage does not, in his filmmaking practice, engage with the 
"symbolic." The truth, however, is other; it must be quite differently stated. 
Rather, he has sustained, within an abundant and varied production, a long 
and quite solitary adventure: the intensive evocation of that phase of the con- 
stitution of the human subject which precedes access to language. He has, 
himself, suggested by implication the Kleinian aspect of a scenario which, like 
Scenes, offers "a visualization of the inner world of ... beginnings, the infant, 
the baby, the child- a shattering of the 'myths of childhood' through revelation 
of the extremes of violent terror and overwhelming joy of that world darkened 
to most adults by their sentimental remembering of it . . . a 'tone poem' for the 
eye.."3 

In her seminal work of the past decade Julia Kristeva has suggested the 
terms in which we may begin to think the expressive register anterior to the 
initiation of the thetic function. In terms which echo and elaborate upon 
Brakhage's own, she warns of the extreme difficulty and delicacy of access to 
this moment, of the projection of the features of adult memory and adult dis- 
course onto the space of childhood in a spurious myth of continuity in ontogeny. 

In like manner, the function of the familial context in the precocious 
formation of the child (before puberty, before Oedipus, but also 
before the "mirror stage") tends to be minimized. This is only too evi- 
dent not only in ego-centered currents of child psychology, but also 
in that psychoanalytic practice which posits the subject as beginning 
with the "mirror stage." The most important debates and innova- 
tions in psychoanalysis are consequently and necessarily organized 
around this knot. The point is the heterogeneity between the signi- 
fying-libidinal organization in infancy (the "semiotic"-le semiotique) 
and the "symbolic" functioning of the speaker following language ac- 

3. Stan Brakhage, in Film-makers' Cooperative Catalogue No. 5, New York, The New American 
Cinema Group, 1971, p. 40. 
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quisition and the consequent parental identifications. On the other 
hand, . . . this precocious, presymbolic organization is grasped by 
adults only as regression -jouissance or schizophrenic psychosis. 
Thus, the difficulty, the impossibility of this attempt to gain access to 
childhood: the real stakes of the discourse on childhood within Western 
thought involve a confrontation between thought and what it is not, a wandering 
at the limits of the thinkable.4 

I have described Brakhage's adventure as solitary, and in its assiduous- 
ness, its obstinate multiplicity of effort, it is indeed. It is, however, not entirely 
without poetic precedent.5 Brakhage himself had entertained the possibility of a 
poetic homology of his cinematic project. "Non-representational language, en- 
chanting non-sights into non-words . . . writing only sound poems, . . . 
communicating on an emotional level only distantly related to all the known 
word origins of any written sound . . . the embryonic form of a purely ono- 
matopoetic art." He seems, however, to have been unaware of a full-scale ex- 
ploration of the register of the "semiotic" already undertaken, that of Andrei 
Bely, who did produce, in his novel, Kotik Letaev, a textual chronicle of the for- 
mation of the subject. (Written in 1916, it is therefore entirely contemporaneous 
with the composition of Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. ) I excerpt from this 
volume of 215 pages, in awkward translation, two brief passages only, from its 
first section. 

The first "thou-art" grips me in imageless deliria; 
and - 
-as ancient kinds, familiar immemorially: inexpressibilities, 
nonhappenings of consciousness lying in the body, 
the mathematically exact sensation that you are 
both you and not you, but ... a kind of swelling 
into nothing and nowhere, which all the same is not 
to overcome, and- 

-"What is this?" . 
Thus would I condense in a word the inutterability 
of the advent of my infant life: - 

- the pain of residing 
in organs: . . . 

-there 

4. Julia Kristeva, "Place Names," October, no. 5 (Fall 1978), pp. 97-98. 
5. Peter Wollen has briefly alluded to the notion of the semiotic in reference to Sharits's work 
in his essay "'Ontology' and 'Materialism' in Film," Screen, vol. 17, no. 1 (Spring 1976); reprinted 
in Peter Wollen, Readings and Writings, London, Verso Editions, 1982. I do, however, consider 
that it is, in its psychoanalytic resonance, more exactly and extensively applicable to the corpus of 
Brakhage's films under discussion here. 
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was no division into "I" and "not-I" there was 
no space, no time .. .6 

The first conscious moment of mine is-a dot; it 

penetrates the meaninglessness; and-expanding, 
it becomes a sphere, but the sphere-disintegrates: 
meaninglessness, penetrating it, tears it apart . . . 

Flocks of soapy spheres fly out of a light straw . . . A 

sphere-would fly out, quiver, lose brilliance; and- 
burst; a tiny drop of viscous fluid, puffed up with 
air, begins to play with the lights of the world .... 
Nothing, something, and again nothing; anew something; 
all is in me, I am in all . . . such are my first moments . . . 
then- 

scarcely visible torches flashed; gloom (like snakeskin 
from a snake) began to crawl from me; sensations 
separated from skin: they went off under my skin: 
out fell lands born of blackness - 

-the skin became 
for me like . . . a vault: such is the way we perceive 
space. . . 7 

Now Brakhage, in Metaphors on Vision: "Forms merge, as the fingertips 
closing to touch, closely viewed, reach a blur of their color, changing their con- 
tour, visually merging with each other before physical contact. . . . Within this 
aura of nonshape, shapes reshape . . . until one is involved purely with the in- 
nards of what one once knew only as an outline."8 

Most radically at issue throughout Brakhage's project is the exploratory 
reconstruction of a topos, that of the prethetic chora, "neither model nor copy 
. . . anterior and subjacent to figuration and thus to specularization . . . ad- 

mitting no analogy except with vocal or kinetic rhythm .. ."9 And the condi- 
tion of access to this topos is the lucid, delicate, scrupulously sustained 
acknowledgment of its heterogeneity with respect to articulate representation. 
Such a cinema, straining, we might say, at the limits of meaning, abjuring the 
discursive and didactic function assumed by much recent work, thereby 
assumes the poetic function. It will therefore choose to dwell in the prethetic, in 
suspension at the threshold of language. 

6. Andrei Bely, Kotik Letaev, trans. Gerald Janecek, Ann Arbor, Ardis, 1971, p. 8. 
7. Ibid., p. 16. 
8. Stan Brakhage, "Metaphors on Vision," Film Culture, Fall 1963, np. 
9. Julia Kristeva, La revolution du langage poetique, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1974, p. 24 (my 
translation). 
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T. W. Adorno, in a text whose title, Transparencies on Film, reads rather 
like one by an American theorist of the contemporary avant-garde, voiced his 
aversion to the cinematic image, his sense of its radical insufficiency of abstrac- 
tive power, its irremediable, analogical implication in established and repres- 
sive codes of representation. 

The photographic process of film, primarily representational, places 
a higher intrinsic significance on the object, as foreign to subjectiv- 
ity, than aesthetically autonomous techniques; this is the retarding 
aspect of film in the historical process of art. Even where film dis- 
solves and modifies its objects as much as it can, the disintegration is 
never complete. Consequently, it does not permit absolute construc- 
tion: its elements, however abstract, always retain something repre- 
sentational; they are never purely aesthetic values.'0 

To this account, we might join Roland Barthes's confession of an aversion 
even stronger, a kind of nausea induced by both the wealth of information 
within the cinematic signifier and its continuity, its apparent resistance to 
fragmentation, the seemingly incessant, ineluctable chatter of the image 
track. I (Sound seems not to enter into these considerations.) It is, for Barthes, 
as though this temporal medium had inherited something of history's hysteria. 

The enterprise of the American avant-garde is most clearly understood as 
directed toward the destruction of those presuppositions as canonically received 
and established. The production of the 1960s and '70s- epitomized, to be sure, 
in Brakhage's work but exemplified, as well, in that of Sharits, Kubelka, Snow, 
Landow, Gehr, and Jacobs-contravenes those presuppositions in its 
foregrounding of filmic processes and properties (of grain, of light, emulsion, 
stock, of recording) and in its insistent interception and blocking of diegetic 
continuity; it advances an asseveration of film as a chain of discrete images, 
producing, in its concern with the plasticity and paradoxes of filmic temporal- 
ity, a school of cinema that we may, in more than one sense, term that of stoics. 

Working on the threshold of signification, Brakhage was to produce in the 
early 1970s two films which, by virtue of their very titles, are, one might say, 
"literally" intriguing. The Riddle of Lumen (1972) may be read as an answer to 
Frampton's resounding intervention of the previous year, Zorns Lemma, dis- 
cussed at length elsewhere in this issue. Riddle was followed in 1974 by the work 
known as Text of Light. Both establish as protagonist light itself in its endless 

10. T. W. Adorno, "Transparencies on Film," trans. Thomas Y. Levin, New German Critique, 
nos. 24-25 (Fall-Winter 1981-82), p. 202. 
11. Roland Barthes, Roland Barthes par Roland Barthes, Paris, Editions du Seuil, p. 59 (my trans- 
lation). 
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Hollis Frampton. Special Effects. 1972. 

play of reflection and refraction through a filtering ambience. Light is this Rid- 
dle's answer;2 light is this text's substance. The dissolution of the object is now 
entire, and both films participate in a movement of evacuation which frees the 
screen of image in the period under discussion, and which I have elsewhere 
considered in some detail.l3 White or black or color-filled, subliminal or asser- 
tive, weak or saturated, grainy or dense, the screen is image-free rather than 
empty; it signals most immediately acknowledgment of shape and surface, of 
the boundaries and luminescence of the screen itself, the impossibility of empti- 
ness. This acknowledgment traverses the development of advanced filmmaking 
of this time, as though some accelerated implosion had condensed the succes- 
sion of images generated by the hyperbolic montage of avant-garde practice 
into the integral, even radiance of a flickering rectangle. 

12. The filmmaker's statement accompanying the mention of this film in the Canyon Cinema 
Cooperative's Catalogue No. 4, San Francisco, 1976, states, "It is the film I'd long wanted to make 
inspired by the sense, and specific formal possibilities of the classical English Language 
riddle . . . only one appropriate to film and, thus, as distinct from language as I could make it." 
13. See "Paul Sharits and the Critique of Illusionism: An Introduction," in Projected Images, 
Minneapolis, Walker Art Center, 1974, pp. 20-25. 
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Frampton, embracing film in the late 1960s, did so as a member of a gen- 
eration with an intense interest in the systemic, a fresh confidence in the uses of 
generative mechanisms and decisions for artistic practice. (Among the com- 
panions of his youth were, as the correspondence with Reno Odlin informs us, 
Frank Stella and Carl Andre.) A precedent most commonly invoked for this 
generation is that of Duchamp. In Frampton's case, most certainly the Second 
Viennese School of musical composition was another determinate source of in- 
terest. Thus Palindrome, discussed elsewhere in this issue by Brian Henderson, 
derives not merely from its literary model, but just as surely from Frampton's 
experience of serial composition, employed by Schoenberg and Webern. 
Frampton's correspondence is, in fact, probably unique in its demonstration of 
interest in both the constraints of serial composition and the aesthetic of 
chance. One presumes that Frampton's sustained interest in mathematics and 
in comparative grammar grounds this openness, unusual for its time within 
New York's intellectual milieu. Palindrome, in any case, owes the complexity 
and solidity of its structure to the adoption of the retrograde inverson, em- 
ployed by the Viennese as a variational form. 

It is the period between 1968 and 1973 which has, I think, rightfully been 
claimed as most seminal, and I elect to concentrate upon it, though somewhat 
differently, here. This is the time of Palindrome, but more importantly of Surface 
Tension, Zorns Lemma, and the six films that comprise Hapax Legomena. These 
are, in fact, the films with which Frampton explores the terrain marked off, as 
it were, by Brakhage's uneasy intuition, in which he will bring powerfully into 
play that variant of the sieve, that "riddle" through which he "clarifies," 
confirming, redefining the position assumed within the thetic, of the American 
avant-garde. In so doing Frampton initiated, in solitude-and it is this that 
defines his singular place within this movement--a dialogue with contempo- 
rary theory of language and of narrative. 

Within the trajectory traced by Hapax Legomena, between Critical Mass and 
Poetic Justice, the image will be replaced upon the screen by text. And serial or- 
dering of the heterogeneous is replaced by the construction of a diegetic chain 
in writing. If, therefore, we want profitably to read the work of this central 
period we must do so along two intersecting axes: 

(1) that of the crystallization of the thematics of a double violence 
within language and the erotic; 
(2) that of a curiously prompt and constant response (as if in dia- 
logue) to the developing meditation of Roland Barthes upon image, 
text, and the erotic. 

Zorns Lemma responds to, seizes upon, that which Barthes has termed the 
"temptation" of the alphabet,14 its manner of connection, of linking fragments, 

14. Barthes, pp. 150-151. 

Hollis Frampton. Critical Mass. 1971. 
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and its fostering of our dependence upon what he terms "the glory of language, 
that 'which drove Saussure to despair'"; it is an unmotivated order, un- 
motivated but not arbitrary, insofar as it is a matter of general agreement and 

acceptance. Its way of dispensing with the necessity of planning and develop- 
ment renders it "euphoric." And it provides, as it were, supplementary effects of 

meaning that carry a charge of malice. Frampton's adoption of the alphabet as 
an ordering form for his work may be seen, indeed, as part of that larger, more 

generally installed predilection for the systemic which did, indeed, infuse the 
efforts of the 1960s and '70s with confidence in the freshly generative power of 
the system. The euphoric was, in Frampton's singular case, reinforced by the 

appropriation of set theory as another source of systemic organization. 
Three works of this period, covering two years of production, intersect in 

a particularly meaningful manner: Critical Mass, an acted sound film; Poetic 
Justice, a filmed script; a text on Muybridge (1973), subtitled "Fragments of a 
Tesseract," an essay, discursive, speculative. It locates the originary impulse of 
Muybridge's obsessive motion studies in the reenactment of his murder of his 
wife's lover. 

Critical Mass is, principally, the enactment of a domestic quarrel, a 
"scene." Its title is derived, as was frequently the case, from scientific termi- 
nology, and it refers to the amount of nuclear fuel necessary to sustain a chain 
reaction; in the absence of sufficient fuel, an insufficiency of neutrons will cause 
the reaction to fade. This title's wit inheres not only in its general metaphorical 
aptness, but in the thoroughgoing precision of its pertinence, for this domestic 
quarrel, like most, does fade out from time to time in its obstinate, draining 
repetition; it comes apart, leaving a blank, dazzling screen. Critical Mass opens, 
in fact, with the screen black, its audible track that of the couple deep in argu- 
ment in an exchange of accusation, recriminations, threats. Frampton's edit- 
ing, on both parameters of this first film involving characters in dialogue, 
deflects the arguments of this little comedy of suspicion and infidelity, a staple 
of traditional genre, through interception, fragmentation, repetition, its ex- 
travagantly stuttering pattern of gesture and sound reinforcing the hopelessly 
circular pattern of this transaction. Barthes has pointed out that the horror of 
such scenes lies in the manner in which they reveal "the cancer of language,"15 
the dynamics of such transactions tending towards an ultimate, essential vio- 
lence, that of murder, never acknowledged. They are therefore propelled for- 
ward in self-perpetuation, each exchange generating yet another, like some ter- 
rible and absurd homeostatic invention of science fiction. 

The imaged pieces of this film's second section remain constant in length, 
while the sound pieces were edited so as to expand and contract, in and out of 
synch. Frampton saw his task as the devising of a rigorous scheme for the or- 

15. Ibid., p. 162. 
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ganization of the material such that it would still "rhyme" in various ways with 
the enacted incidents. "It had to repeat, to change out of the staggering rhythm, 
so that each of those cries . . . they really are utterances . . . is handled not as 
part of a sentence, but as if it were a word, a kind of primal word, having ex- 
hausted absolutely the possibility of normal syntax...."16 The complex 
polyphony of the dissociative cutting projects the uncontrollable chain of 
recrimination, of violence suspended, rather than arrested, unresolved, ir- 
resolvable. 

Descriptions of Hollis Frampton's films abound (for most writing about 
them has been primarily descriptive), and the best are certainly those offered 
with unflagging generosity in Frampton's recorded interviews.17 Of Poetic 
Justice, one wants, most of all, to say that it offers the completion of the strain- 
ing process, Frampton's consummate elaboration of the riddle. 

Poetic Justice is, in fact, almost all text; the screen has been almost voided 
and is now filled with the written script of a film. "Almost all text," "almost 
voided," for the table upon which this script is placed and its two surrounding 
objects constitute the materials of a first-order film, the condition of our read- 
ing of the script. It is this first-order film which, in its pulse of projection, in- 
scribes light as the medium of both reading and viewing. The reading enables 
our projection of the imaginary film structured around an apparently triangu- 
lar series of erotic transactions. In these the architecture of a house and the 
presence of both camera and still photographs hold out the promise of a spatio- 
temporal system within which things--the narrative-may take place. It is a 
promise unfulfilled, however, for the confusion of coordinates and the sys- 
tematic use of the pronominal shifter works to dissolve and defeat diegetic con- 
struction. 

We may gauge the effects of this dislocation by recalling the nature of the 
shifter. "Pronouns do not constitute a single class, but are rather of different 
kinds according to the syntax of language; some are typical of what we call dis- 
cursive instances, that is, the discrete and singular acts through which 
language is actualized in utterance by a speaker .. ."18 "These pronominal 
forms do not refer to "reality" or to "objective" positions in space or in time, but 
rather to a singular enunciation which contains them and reflects their proper 
use. The importance of their function is a measure of the problem that they 
serve to solve, which is none other than that of intersubjectivity."'9 It is this use 
of empty forms, together with the synthetic, edited spatiality of architecture 
which surrounds the third of the script's four "tableaux." The first of these has 

16. Field and Sainsbury, p. 62. 
17. See ibid., pp. 69-71. 
18. Emile Benveniste, Problkmes de linguistique generale, Paris, Editions Gallimard, 1966, p. 251 
(my translation). 
19. Ibid., p. 254. 
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been constructed as a kind of didactic model of narrative script-writing, the sec- 
ond functions as a model of what memory in its obsession and disjunction 
might resemble. In the third tableau, a window near the lovers' bed becomes 
the frame through which, or screen upon which, a long cascade of disjunct 
images is viewed; they compose a kind of surrealist movie, an assertively edited 
stream of heterogeneous, hypnagogic images.20 In the fourth tableau, the spatial 
ambiguities intensify and the author enters the narrative through the revelation 
that he has been photographing. With the final shot, in which an empty glove is 
cast upon the script, the collapse of the narrative's authorial "I" into that of the 
maker of the first-order film is effected, and the full range of the mise en abime is 
disclosed. 

Adorno was known to have said, "I love to go to the movies; what I can't 
stand are the images." And we have seen why. Barthes, too, complained of the 
fullness of the image, of the constraints of representation which force one to 
receive everything presented. "In writing, on the contrary, I don't have to see 
what the hero's fingernails are like, but the Text tells me, if it so wishes-and 
with what force!--of Holderlin's excessively long nails."21 It is that tact and 
economy, that discretion, that reservation of the linguistic signifier which 

Frampton offers in this film compounded of paradox and a fine malice. And the 
discretion is reinforced by the adoption of the shifter as its central rhetorical 
mechanism. 

Barthes, in his later years, increasingly protested against the weight of 

signification, its tyranny. He dreamed of a world which might be "exempted 
from meaning as one is from military duty." Or of meaning which could be 
thought of as "tint," "quiver," "shudder," "thrill." Above all, he saw the shifter 
(and by extension, all operators of uncertainty in language) as a sort of 
"utopia," a species of subversions, conceded by language but repressed, none- 
theless, by social structuring. It was the fluidity within the thetic, provisional 
freedom from reference, which he came to prize. Barthes was, like Adorno 
then, a celebrant of the ritual of filmgoing, but a most resistant spectator; there 
does, however, exist an imaginary cinema, constructed as if to order for them 
both, in the textual riddles of Hollis Frampton. 

20. For a discussion of other aspects of this section of Poetic Justice, see Annette Michelson, 
"Time Out of Mind: A Foreword," in Hollis Frampton, Circles of Confusion, Rochester, Visual 
Studies Workshop Press, 1983, pp. 18-20. 
21. Barthes, p. 59. 
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